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Dell m6800 weight

Intel Core i7 (4th Gen) 4910MQ / 2.9 GHz Mobile Intel QM87 Express Intel Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 Premium Panel Guarantee, UltraSharp, WideView, anti-glare Display Resolution Abbreviation Stereo speakers, two microphones antimicrobial protection, multi-touch touchpad 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, Bluetooth 4.0 Intel Dual Band Wireless-AC 7260
MMCplus, Memory Stick, MultiMediaCard, SD Memory Card, SDIO, SDXC Memory Card, xD-Picture Card Headphone output Microphone input LAN 4 x USB 3.0 USB 2.0/eSATA VGA HDMI DisplayPort Dock 9 in 1 (SD Card, Memory Stick, MultiMediaCard, xD-Picture Card, MMCplus, SDIO, SDXC Card) Dell Precision Mobile Workstation anodized
aluminum, magnesium alloy Free Fall Sensor, microphone with noise-cancellation, security lock slot (cable lock sold separately), wireless on/off switch CEC, CECP, China RoHS, GS, RoHS, WEEE Bluetooth 4.0, Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11ac, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g, IEEE 802.11n Bluetooth 4.0, IEEE
802.11a, IEEE 802.11ac, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g, IEEE 802.11n Intel Dual Band Wireless-AC 7260 Mobile Intel QM87 Express Discrete Graphics Processor Graphics Processor Series Great power in demanding applications Fantastic keyboard High-quality 1080p screen Rock-solid magnesium alloy chassis Huge port selection Middling battery life
Heavy, thick design Disappointing speakers Review Price: £2075.00 17.3in 1,920 x 1,080 screen 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-4800MQ processor Nvidia Quadro K3100M graphics 16GB RAM 750GB hard disk Dual-band 802.11ac Wi-Fi Gigabit Ethernet 4 x USB 3 HDMI, DisplayPort and D-SUB SDXC, ExpressCard and Smart Card slots 3.6kg Dell has put more
of a focus on its business hardware over the last couple of years, and the Precision M6800 is, arguably, one of its flagship products. It’s the largest and most powerful workstation notebook the firm produces, and it’s designed for employees who can’t compromise on power and versatility while away from the office. It’s got every bit of hardware we’d
expect of a premium productivity device, and it’s got the price to match: this hefty notebook costs £2,075. It’s also got an opportunity in the high-end notebook market, as Apple no longer produces the 17in version of its competing MacBook Pro. SEE ALSO: Best Laptops Round-Up Dell Precision M6800: Design & Build Quality The M6800 is a functionover-form machine, which means that huge attention has been paid to the Precision’s physical design. The system is built almost entirely from magnesium alloy and aluminium, and it’s as sturdy as any machine we’ve ever tested. Its looks aren’t much cop, but the gunmetal grey exterior is smart and subtle rather than cheap and boring, and the
numerous visible seams don’t hint at any weakness. Only specially ruggedised machines are stronger. These are not the only steps taken to ensure this machine’s strength – it’s also been tested in accordance with the MIL-STD-810G protocol. That means this system is resistant to dust, it’s been tested in extreme temperatures, and it’s able to cope
with humidity, high altitudes and sudden impact – not quite ‘take anywhere’ but ‘take to a factory or office anywhere’.SEE ALSO: Best Windows 8 Laptops and Tablets The M6800 has a fantastic port selection. On the right there’s two USB 3.0 ports, a DisplayPort output and a physical Wi-Fi switch, and a hard disk bay that can be easily removed for
quick drive changes. The left side serves up two more USB 3.0 ports, a pair of audio jacks, and a Kensington Lock connector. There’s a slimline DVD drive, and SDXC, ExpressCard and Smart Card slots crammed in there too. The rear has D-SUB, HDMI and an eSATA port alongside an Ethernet socket, and the base has a connector for a docking
station. On the inside, there’s the latest 802.11ac Wi-Fi, which is what we now expect from this class of system, and a welcome bit of future-proofing. The stunning versatility continues to the interior. The battery is removable, and the rest of the components can be accessed for quick replacements or upgrades. Most of the screws are numbered in
their order of removal, and it’s easy to get inside – remove two screws beneath the battery and the base panel lifts away. Office-friendly touches abound. There’s a trackpoint in the middle of the keyboard and a second set of mouse buttons below, as well as the trackpad and its own set of buttons. You also get physical buttons for volume situated
above the keyboard, a handy row of status lights, a backlit keyboard, and the lid secures firmly in place with a sliding clasp. The M6800 is a heavyweight machine that tips the scales at 3.6kg, and it’s 40mm thick. That’s twice as heavy and thick as the Precision M3600, and it marks the M6800 out as a serious bit of kit – you’ll need a sturdy bag to cart
this system around.SEE ALSO: Best Laptops for Students 2014 Dell Precision M6800: Screen & Sound Quality Dell has fitted the M6800 with a practical display panel. It’s non-touch and has a sensible, rather than ultra-high, resolution of 1,920 x 1,080 – so no chance of Windows scaling issues – and it’s got a matte finish, so office lights won’t cause
problems. We expect good quality from machines like this, but the Precision’s panel offers surprisingly mixed benchmark results. The Precision’s main strength is colour accuracy. The Delta E of 1.26 is fantastic, easily beating the Toshiba Satellite P50t and Dell’s own Precision M3800, and it only deviates to a maximum of 3.68, which means colours
are consistently accurate. The sRGB coverage level of 93.4% is excellent – it’s in fact one of the very best scores we’ve seen. Colour temperature, at 6,352K, isn’t far from the 6,500K ideal, and viewing angles are decent. SEE ALSO: Best Laptops Round-Up The brightness of 257 nits is less impressive: fine for the office, but potentially irritating
outdoors. The black level of 0.35 nits is good, but has been bettered elsewhere. Those figures combine for a contrast ratio of 734:1 – a decent figure, but worse than every key rival. The resolution, matte screen and incredible colour accuracy and coverage all mark the Precision’s screen out as a serious work panel, though, even if the brightness and
contrast aren’t the best. That means other systems have better all-round panels – but for work, the Precision is a worthwhile choice. The speakers have huge volume, which immediately puts them ahead of those of most laptops, but they lack quality. The bass makes up for a lack of subtlety, but the overarching deep tones don’t work work well with
the muddy, flat mid-range and the indistinct high-end. The M6800’s bass-heavy audio isn’t good enough for truly satisfying music or movie watching after you’ve finished your work. Unlike other sites, we test every laptop we review thoroughly over an extended period of time. We use industry standard tests to compare features properly. We’ll always
tell you what we find. We never, ever, accept money to review a product. Find out more about how we test in our ethics policy. Used as our main laptop for the review period Tested for at least a week Used consistent benchmarks for fair comparisons with other laptops Reviewed using respected industry benchmarks and real world use The Precision
M6800 is Dell's biggest and most powerful business notebook, which means a high price – this £2,075 (around US$3,490, AU$3,750) machine is twice as pricey as some of its rivals. That's expensive, but Dell has packed this laptop with every feature a professional will need on the road.Every aspect of the M6800's design speaks to its business
credentials. The chassis is built from aluminium and magnesium alloy, and build quality is top-notch: there's no give on any surface. Dell has also tested this machine using MIL-STD-810G protocols, so it's resistant to dust and works in extreme temperatures.It's versatile, too. There are four USB 3.0 ports, D-SUB, HDMI and DisplayPort outputs, two
audio jacks, an Ethernet socket and an SDXC card slot, and it's also got rarer additions: ExpressCard, eSATA and Smart Card slots, a docking station connector, a hot-swappable hard disk and a physical Wi-Fi switch.The M6800 offers an absolute wealth of ports Dell has kitted this machine out with a traditional keyboard rather than a Scrabble-tile
unit. It's a sensible decision, and it boasts an excellent layout, plenty of travel on each key, and a reliable, comfortable action thanks to the high quality feel and rock-solid base.The keyboard is a real quality affair It's a pleasure to use, and the trackpad is good – a tad small, but accurate and with clicky buttons. This is a work laptop, so it also has a
trackpoint in the middle of the keyboard with three discrete buttons.Little touches impress. The lid is held in place by an old-school clasp, there are numerous status lights, and the keyboard's backlit. The base panel is held down by just two screws and components are easily accessible – and the screws used on the heatsinks are ordered – plus there's
good upgrade room.Dell has been thoughtful when it comes to the internals and upgrading It's a strong start. The nearest rival is Dell's own Precision M4800, which is a 15.6-inch version of this machine. Those who yearn for bigger screens could look at the Toshiba Satellite P70, or HP Envy Leap Motion – neither are workstations, but they're larger
laptops that are slimmer and lighter than the M6800. There's also Dell's own Precision M3800 which bridges the gap between consumer and business by offering good power and style.Few machines stand up to the M6800's business pedigree, but it's not all positive. The M6800's 3.8kg weight and 40mm thickness mean it's bulkier than every machine
mentioned here, so you'll need a robust case. It's not exactly a looker, either: the gunmetal grey metal and exposed seams highlight a system designed for function, not form.The price is highAs usual, Dell sells several M6800 specifications. The cheapest, at £1,739 (around US$2,930, AU$3,140) has less RAM, a smaller hard disk and AMD FirePro
graphics, and the model up from our sample has a better processor and an SSD alongside the AMD GPU.There are even ExpressCard and Smart Card slots present The top model is a £2,675 (around US$4,500, AU$4,830) beast. For that cash you get a better Nvidia GPU, a faster processor and improved storage.The three-year warranty is generous,
and four- and five-year packages are available. Anti-theft options, customisable installations, factory BIOS tweaks and recovery tools add to the M6800's business credentials, and the Precision is available with Windows 7, Windows 8 or even Linux.
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